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M. STEFANOWC

Tribolory on Symposium in Cellebration of

The 100 Years Anniversary of The Laboratory

for Machines at University of Gent

In Gent (Belgium), on May 7th to
May 8th 1998., was held THE SYM-
POSIUM ON COMPUTATIONAL
AND EXPERIMENTAL ME.
THODS IN MECHANICAL AND
THERMAL ENGINEERING, foT
the occasion of 100 years anniversary
of The Laboratory for Machines and
Machine structures of the Faculty for
Mechanical and Thermal Enginee-
ring of University of Gent. The Labo-
ratory for Machines and Machine
structures that was founded by Prof.
J. Boulvin, was the basis for de.velop-
ment of different scientific areas such
as fluid dynamics, piston machines,
internal combustion engines, turbo-
nachines, heat transfer, as well as
tribology.

At the Conference were presented 70
papers, out of which 20 were from the
area of tribology, with authors from
different countries, and numerous
R&D institutes from industry. joined

on common European projects. Pa-
pers from this selection are related tci
different f ields and wil l be here pre-
sented in more details:

Special plenary lecture was presen-
ted by professor D. Dowson, the win-
ner of University of Gent Award for
this occasion, entit lerJ Tiibology from
Leonardo to  the  th i rd  mi l len ium:
mill imeters to n anometers (Symposi-

um Proceedings, Editor Faculry of
Applied Sciences, Gent, 1998., pp.
I87-L97). This paper in the inter-
esting way presents the history of tri-
bology and it is divided into several
sect ions:  Synopsis ,  In t roduct ion,
Leonardo da Vinci and tribologry,
Early scientific studies and enginee-
ring progress in tr ibology (1500-
1850), The golclen period of triboloEr
since 1880., Development of bearings
in the first half of the twentieth cen-
tury, Tiibcllogy in the second half of
the hryentieth century (elasto-hydro-
dynamic lubrication, fr ict ion and
wear), Conclusion. This paper, as
well as the tamous book by the same
author "History of Tiibolory" con-
tains abundance of original quota-
tions from the very rich list of refer-
ences.

In the area of tribo-investigations in
the machining processes there were
several papers that were related to
the tribolory of deep drawing. Espe-
cially were considered the fields of
laser preparation of rollers' surfaces
for the final rolling of thin sheets ai-
med for machining by deep drawing,
with special emphasis on the complex
requirements towards topology of
the thin sheet surface in the further
machining process (e.g. the SIBITEX
thin sheets)" tr'he form of craters and

the distance between them, as well as

their depths, significantly influence

the appearance of the galling pro-

cess, reduction of the local friction,

decrease of the required paint layer,

etc. In the similar rva/, it is possible,

by laser preparation, to bring the ce-

ramic tools surfaces into the state

thalt is the most convenient for reali-

zation of the hyclrostatic and hydro-

dynamic lubr icat ion.

The separate gror"rp of papers was

relatecl to the nrachine elements tri-

bology - gear pairs ancl bearings.

Considered were the inf luence of

speed and load in realization of con-

ditions for elasto-hydrodynamic lu-

brication, then there were presented

evaluations of additives' reactivity in

lubricants for gears, compressor's
and turbines'oils. Besides the dimen-
sional analysis, in experimental work,

are also applied the known tribo-te-

sters: the four-berll devices, SRV de-

vice with the oscil lating upper con-
tzrct pair, FZG-construction with the
gear pair.

In considering the gas-dynamic bea-

rings, it is stated that it was not possi-

ble to reahze the consistent construc-

tion without effective modeling of the
dynanr ic behavior of  such systems.
The resul ts were presented of  c leter-

rninat ion of  the opt imum clearances
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with respect to the working parame-
ters in exploitation. The tribological
phenomena in f r ic t ional  c lutches
were modeled on the PIN-on-Disc
tribometer, where it was proven that
such modeling is reliable in studying
the friction. Thewear testing requires
other way of modeling.

From the area of coatings, presented
were the investigations related to be-
havior of the solid lubricating layers,
e.g, MoS2, which is deposited onto
the steel material. Such coatings ex-
hibit high efficiency in the vacuum
conditions. Also were presented re-
sults of studying the behavior of sur-
face layers in corrosion fatigue and
wear.

Special results were related to detec-
tion of the fretting wear products,
taking into account the extremely low
values of the measured quantit ies. In
this case the method of activation in
the surface layers is applied, namely
the known radioactive method for
monitoring the intensity of wear on
the corresponding fretting tribome-
ter.

Tlibology of composites was presen-
ted by investigations of the Al-com-
posites' behavior in contact with the
steel materials. Al-matrix composite,
obtained by sintering, includes cop-
per or 3Vo of MoS2, and all investiga-
tions were performed on the blocld

rylinder tribometer. The comparati-
ve results for slidine bronze over steel

were preser:ted also. Results show
possibil i ty of sliding pairs without lu-
brication and specific tribological
phenomena.

Within this section were also presen-
ted papers that are related to mode-
ling of dynamic systems in conditions
of the micro-gravity, interaction be-
tween friction and dynamic systems
during the stick-slip process, tribolo-
gical investigations in agricultural
and food production engineering.

In the tribolory section were presen-
ted the two papers from Yugoslavia.
The first is the paperbyM.Stefanovii
and S. Aleksandrovid, from faculty of
Mechanical Engineering in Kraguje-
vac, entit led Tlibo-modeling in Stret-
ching of Thin Sheets from the area of
the deep drawing tribology. In the
paper are considered: drawing, typi-
cal stress-strain history that exists in
deep drawing of conrplex geometry
parts, and that, by its characteristics,
represents the complex tibo-model.
Exper imental  invest igat ions were
conducted  w i th  the  c lass ica l  th in
sheets and thin sheets wi th ant i -cor-
rosive coatings, with tools of different
geometries (two drawing tool diame-
ters with several combinations of the
rounding radius of the drawing tool
front), in different contact condi-
tions. The simple or complex strain
history was realized, with proportio-
nal load paths, in individual phases,
or for the complete forming. For this

tr i t ro-model,  resul ts were div ided
into tow groups: in the tirst one are
the so called macro indicators, like
the deformation f<lrce, limiting depth
at destruction, average friction coef-
ficient. In the second group are para-

meters that are directly related to
realzed deformation field-realized
strerin distribution, position in the l i-
miting formability diagrams, etc.

The second paper was from the area
of the gear pairs tribologry, by authors
R. Rakii andZ. Rakii, from the NIS-
Naftagas Marketing and Vojvodina
Bank from Novi Sad, entitled The
Influence of Lubricants on Gears Fai-
lures. In the paper was pointed to the
importance of gear as a represen-
tative of the very important tribo-me-

chanical system in machines and me-
chanisms. The basic assumptions are
given for elasto-hydrodynamic lubri-
cation and the importance of lubrica-
tion is pointed out. The detailed clas-

sification was performed of the gear

oils, where the basic criteria are tem-
perature of  the environment and
working condi t ions -  load and speed.
The algor i thm is presented in detai ls
for the lubricant selection adjusted to
valid standards. The causes for the
gears in machine tools damages were

analyzed, and the relation is given of
the gear life as a function of tribolo-
gical characteristics of the applied lu-
bricants.
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S. SEKULIC

Correlation tsetween The Bearing
Ratio And Maxinnal Roughness
Height of Machined Surface
in Surface Grinding

The rekttiottsltiyt betweert individttal roughness pararneters of a rnachined .surface i.s approxirnately givert by

tttbles. Irt order to cleternthrc more acctriale relitionslrips, experimental restilts w'ere processed Jor 'statLstically

t,alid sarnple N:9650 and pointed strong correlation, belween roughness parameters.

Ke.yw o rds : ro ughn e.s s, co rrelation, beaing ratia, gind ine"

1" INTRODUCTIOi{

R e l a t i o n s h i p  t - ' ' e t w e e n  p e r t i c u l l r  p a r a m e t e r s  < ; f

rr:ughness is given verv often in simpiified fornr inde-

pendent of kinci oi process and work piece material, and

other cortdit ions which follow the process.

For example,  re lat ionship between the maxi tnunl

roughness height and arithmetic deviation of the profile

from the mean line. i.e. their numerical values, is given

in a table (German standard DIN 476?i70) and relations-

hip of the mean height in ten points and the arithmetic

deviation of the profi le from the mean line, according to

Yugoslav standard JUS lvt.A1,.AZAftg, with a remark ott

its approximation.

Relationship between maxinrum height of roughness and

the average arithmetic deviation of the proti le from the

mean liue Rr,,o, : f(R), in exponential form

R** = 6 '1595'  *ut ' ' "

is given independent on the concJition which follows the

process. However, since the exponent in the last equation

is approximateiy one, it can be conclucled that, between

the max.imum height of roughness and average arithme-

tic deviation of profi le, there is a proportionality I l], i 'e.

R,r ,or= 6.16'Ro

The bearing ratio and nraximal roughness height in sur-

face grinding, for a stattistically valid sample, in exponen-

t ia l

Prof. Sava St. Sekulir:, Ph.l).,
Faculty of Tecluical Science, lJnii'enity of Novi Snd,
Noyi Sa{ Yugoslat'in

tribologt irt intlustry. Volume 20, No.2, 1998.

Pn = B' R:.,*

and l inear form

P,r = n' I in-r* + l '

trave been sought for in this paper

2. EXPERIMENTAL II.IVESTIGATION

2.1 The influential parameters of the machi-
ned surface roughness

The quality of the machined surface after the finish

machil ing has the most important influence on the ex-

ploitation characteristics of the piece (the accurary and

the clirality of the surface). Tire quality of the surface is

characterizecl by many parrameters such as geometricai

and kinematic parameters, chip defortnation, the dyna-

mic system state - the machine tool, the fixture, the work

piece ancl the tool, the state of wear etc.

T'he approaches to the investigation of the roughness can

be divicle<J into three groups: 1. geometrical models, 2'

the moclels based on the tool wear and the other suppor-

ting influences, 3. models based on the response sutface

methodology-.

The geometrical and experimental models for cutting

with the sharp tool were investigated by: Schmaltz

(1936), Opitz and Moll (1940), Galloway (1945)' Belek-

kiy (19a6), Skragan (1947),1?rkenaka (1951)' Krivouhov

(1958), Bramertz (1961), Olsen (1968) [4], Solaja (1952-

7972), Sekulic (1970), Fischer (1971).

The influence of the groove wear and other parameters

on the roughness of the surface was investigated by:

Galloway (1945), Akinaci (1949), Pekelharing and Schu-
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ennan (1953), Thompson, Schatt and Stabler (1953/54),
So I aj a (I9 57 -1972), B ra me rtz (19 6l} S ekul ic (19 62), P e-
kelharing and Giesen (1967-1971), Selvam and Radha-
krishnan (1973 and 1971), Snunmugam (1,974), Lonar-
do(1976), Bailey (L977), Wallbank (1979), Monheim
(1e81) .

The statistical approaches to the determination of the
dependence of the surface roughness based on response
surface methodology were developed by Rasch (1971),
Kuljanic (1971), Thraman (1974-1977), Nassirpour and
Wu (1977), Miskovic (1978), Sekulic and Kovac (L979),
Kovac (1980), Kovac and Sekulic (1981).

2.2 Mathematical model of correlation

In order to determine correlation relationship between
the bearing ratio and the mean arithmetic deviation of
the profile from the mean line of the machined surface,
the voluminous experimental material on two types of
construction steels in finish turning were performed in
exponential form

Y  =  B . X n  y = b x N

and in linear form

f  -  a ' x + b .

Logarithmic transformation of the first equation gives

l o g Y  -  a - l o g X + l q B

Denoting by

y  =  l a g , Y ; x  -  I q X ; b  -  I q B

in bilogarithmic scale, linear relationship is given and, in
both cases identical procedure can be applied for expe-
nmental data processing (in the first case, the input
values are logarithms and in the second one, direct para-
meters of surface roughness).

Starting from the linear equation

|  =  a ' x + b

and using the least square method gives:

/ t n . 2 \
\  "  t  )n ' t tn '

where A; is the error of the i-th observation. From the
condition of minimum, the normal equations are

I t r ;  . r i )  -  o . \@)2 -  b.Z' i  = o

ZY , -a ' f t i -N ' b=0

and consequently

A r ' a * B r ' b : C ,

A ; a * B r ' b : C ,

where

Ar=  IO; l ' ;Az=  I t ,  =  B t i

Bz = N; Cr = I (x;. 1;); Cz - Iy,

the solutions for the above system are

, C ,  8 , ,

Da I c, I lzl  (cr.Bz- cz.Br)

rA t  
" ,I  A ,  Cz l

, A ,  
B ,  

,
I  A ,  B r l

The constants A1,...,C2 can be
tables. The constants a and b
t ion.

The correlation coefficient is

where the variance of x-value

(AtBz- A2.Br)

(At  Cz-  Az.C)

@r'Bz-A2.8)

found in the appropriate
are detained by substitu-

c2

B2

correlation coefficient

= - = - =
D  A , B-  

|  I  - 1 1

I  A ,  B r l

,Du
, 1  - - _v -  

D

Z I (- ? 
-2

6* = 
7r1'Lxi  

' -x

and variance of y-value

( " )
I  x l. t - - - - - l

["rJ
1

A) (Ar\-
B" lB' ,  I-  \ ' )

The averace of x-values

and average of y-values

Corresponding substitution for
gives

cr.Bz- cr.B,
Ar.Bz- Az.B,

z I s 2 
-2 

E'. .u = 
N.Lyi  

- f  :  
4

r = i.Ir; =

t=

(c"\ '  --ff] 'o = zYi;
\ . /

Az Br
------ = ------
82 82

Irt-er) l,[+-t'?l']]1114 [,,,J )'14 [,,j ]J
coefficient is near one. the correlation
is stronger

If the correlation
between variables

44 Tibolog irt indwtry, Volume 20, No. 2,1998.



2.3 The environment of the experiments and
statistica! data processing

The material of the rvork piece was: 1. constructional
steel for the improvement C.1730 (JLIS) (DIN C60)
dimensions 50x50x130 rnm. According to JUS standard,
the chemical comirosition is provided as follows:0.657o
C; 0.357o Si; 0.80Vo Mn; 0.045%o P and 0.045Vo S, and
mechanical characteristics: tensile strength of material
ont:700-1050 Nlmm2,yieid strength or:500 Nlmm2 and
elongation d.= l4Vo. 2. steel for carl;orizing C.4V2I
(JUS) (DIN 20CrMo5). Chemical composition: A.l,40Vo
C;0.35Vo Si; 1.207o Mn;0.035Vo P and0.0357o S. Mecha-
n ica l  charac ter is t i cs :  tens i le  s t rength  o f  mater ia l
orrt=1000-13N Nlrnrn2 , ) ' ield strength 0,*=700 l,{lmm2
and elongat ion d s=8o/" .

Grinding was perforrned using the wheels: B60HBV
ts60KEV B60N8V and B6tlRSV

The experiments were performed on surface grinding
machine tvpe IJRB-750, ntaCe by I.Z'TK, table dimen-
sions 1130x300 mrn, rhe cross feeds 2 ta 20 mmll, the
surface velocity of wcrk 2 to 25 mlmin. spindle elec'tro-
motor power d krv and number of wheel revolutions
t500 min-1.

The roughness parameters were me.asured using the
Perth-O-Meter, type "universal".

For the purpose of proviri ing sufficiently reliable rela-
tionships betu,een variable v:tiues, for both of investigate
materials, the statisticallvvaiid samples ofN=96>50, are
taken.

The rneasured values of the bearing ratio p,, and the
maximal roughness height R,,,* are classified in tables
T1, The graphicai presentiit ions were given on the figu-
res Fig. 1 to Fig 4.

The results of meitsure.d numerical data processing, are
siven in Thble T. i .

170
60

Fig. l"
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3. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

After the experimental data processing, convenient ma-
thematical models are evaluated by the cclefficient of
correlation value and on the basis of ttre magnitude of
exponents in the exponential relationships. However, if
the exponent in exponential relationship is close to one,
the l inear relationship between variables exists. In ac-
cordance with the presented, we can generally conclude
that, for all proposed models, corresponding coefficient
of correlation are sufficiently high (r>0.88).

In exponential relationship, if the value of exponent is
not close to one, the l inear relationship can be generally
ignored.

The numerical  values of  exponenl .s in relat ionship
pn=B'Rao are,  for  steels:  C.1730 a--1.29 and C.-1721,
a=-0.72,whrch pclints strong deviation from linear rela-
t ionship,  for  both invest igat ion mater ia ls.  For steel
C.1730, for both kind of mathematical models the lorver
values of correlation coefficients are given. However in
exponential mathematical models the values of correla-
tion coefficients are some heiehter then in l inear.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Referring to the alrove mentioned, we conclude:

> for mathematical models of correlation that connected
individual roughness parameters of the machined sur-
face in finish turniug, the exponential and linear rela-
tionships can be used.

> for investigated materials, in proposed mathematical
models, there is a very strong correlation between the
observed parameters.
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D. NovAKovIC,o. LULANIN, i. znuxovrc, J. HoDorfi

Enhancement of Tribological
Characteristics of Gears by
Application of Software Package

L_l
Tn

for Gear Trains Design

The introductory ltart of the paper underlbrcs the irnportance of fonnatiort of the concrete calculation model
and systernatization of lnfluentialfactors wed fu calatlation, which have the significartt influence onfinal gear
train sohttiors. The systematizatiott of influentiul calailation factors and calculation rnodeb k a good basis

.for automated calculatiotr, by computers. The desigrt automatizatiott gives the opportunity of getting more
variants of gear train solutions faster and their compaison catx lead to the most desirable solutions.

The second part of thts work ernphasizes the parameters, which sigtifi.cantly improve the tibological charac-
teristics of genrs, especinlly the equalizatiott of sliding speecls at teeth Jlanks. This has an important intluence
on teeth .flank wear and by this on the safety coefficient increase. The goal function in the calculation model
is also deJined ord explained in this pnrt of the work.

The third ltort corttains the presentation of the software pttckage model for automated calculation and
veiJication of ,spur and helical genrs, and a short review of the clnracteristics of certah model.

The final part illustrates the segment of veification of the given rnodel with thc foctts ott cotrcrete outpttt
calculation results.

Keywords : Be ar, design autom atizatiorr,

1. INTRODUCTION

Gear train design usually involves methodologry for cal-
culation of gear geometry and allowed transmission mo-
ment. Design procedure requires selection of a number
of parameters, which means that optimal solution neces-
sitates use of multiple calculations and comparative ana-
lysis of computed values.

The calcuiation procedure is related to the choice of
various factors which are recornmended in a particular
range and which influence the output solutions. A large
number of factors presented in the form of functional
relationship in graphical or some other way can be found
in bibliography. In order to make possible fbr this data
to be used on a computer, they have to be transformed
into a convenient form for a work on a computer.

Mr Dragoljub Novnkovil, assistant,

QEi art l-tda ri tt, as:s Ls latt,
Zelj k o ZeIj kovit, cssi.s/rznl,
l)r Janko Hodolii, proJbssor,
Insti nte for Producti on Ertgitteeing,
Faculry, oJ'Tecfuical Sciences, l{ovi Sad

Tibologt irt itulustry, \rolume 20, No. 2, L998.

Naturally enough, this process is most conveniently reali- The design procedure implemented in this software is
zed by use ofcomputers' The effort is hereby concenka- based on analysis of a number of significanr parameren
ted on the preparation of the necessaryinformation base' and various design procedures for ipur and helical gear
which would ailow the preset goal to be attained, as well trains. The analvsis involved the followine:

t--l
l _ i

els on the prograrmming work. The usage of computers
enables the automated multi-variant design which can be

used fclr a choice of the optimal solution, on the basis of

the set optimization goal. The most convenient solution
is obtained by using various procedures of iterative sear-

ching of prepared data base.

Segment of the developed program with the focus on the

set goal function in the design proceclure is presented in

this work.

Criteria of optimization and limitation function which

create the base for the most convenient gear trains solu-
tions are incorporated in the goal function.

2. FUNDAMENTALS OF DESIGN
PROCEDURE

. gear train functionality and relevant factors of influence

. var ious elements of  design procedure

. analytical models for design of geometrical features

. analyical models for estimation of allowed transmis-
sion moment

r
O
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. existing constructive solutions

. standards, recommendations, etc.

The adopted concept of design procedure involves me-
thodolory for selection of optimal parameters and can
be therefore considered an optimization model with the

following goal function

Fc:Fc(H, B, D, G, M, S/,, SS, O) (1)

Gear geometry should satisff optimization criteria.

This function presents the formal mathematical descrip-

tion of the goal which is identified by optimization crite-

ria of the function that needs to be satisfied by the gear.

Gear geometry should satisfy the optimization criteria
which, in this particular case, can be:

. minimal wear of tooth flank (H)

. minimal noise (B)

. minimal dynamic strikes (D)

. minimal gear heating (G)

. minimal geometric dimensions of the form (minimal
material consumption) (M)

. maximal safety coefficient regarding the tooth flank
wear (Sh)

. maximal safefy coefficient regarding the tooth flank
bending (geometrically formed) (Sc)

. other influential geometric parameters (O)

p^=\TYa? roo < lAl (2).  s_  Vu t

where: Vm - relative sliding speed at the tooth flank
of the gear (1),

Vaz - relative sliding speed at the tooth flank
of the gear (2),

.4 - quantitative value of the allowed difference
of relative sliding speeds (A=0.ffi1)

Limitation function is very important in the realization
of the goal function Fc.

Speeds at the contact of nvo gear teeth (Fig.1) are diffe-
rent and this difference gives the sliding speed.

vH=vt , -vz , (3)

This speed, i.e. its intensity significantly influences the
friction, wear and heat generation during the gear action.
By analyzing these speeds the relation for their deriva-
tion can be set, which is not shown in this paper due to
limited space.

If the sliding speeds are presented by ordinates of their
values (r71 andrl) and shown in graph, l7 andy2 hyper-
bolas are obtained which cross at one point (Fig.2.). In
Fig.2we can see that the maximalvalues of sliding speeds
are at end points of contact lines fr; and k2, * that the
maximal sliding is at /c7, i.e. at the base of the small gear.

O1

o..,_ L

Fig L Contact speeds at teeth llanl<s

Because of this, the smaller gear wears out faster at the

base if the gears are of al same metterial, as it is usual.

Equalizing of speeds by the hyperbole analysis can be
performed in the graphical and analyical way by trying

procedure. This is a rather long and complex job. Obtai-

ning gears with equal sliding speeds was kept strictly

confidential by the famous gear producers.

The procedure in the adopted mathematical calculation

model through iterative search enables the selection of
such correction which gives an equal sliding at the gear

tooth flanks. In this way, the value of the l imited function
that satisfies the stated goal function regarding the mo-

dule segment for the calculation of geometrical values of
the qear is obtained.

Fig 2. Slide curues along the pressure line (N-N)
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Parameters for the calculation of transmission moment
of gears are usually defined by the boundary function
based upon the particular function wich is:

A_<FrsB (4)

where: y' - lower boundary for the parameter
of mathematical modetr,

B - upper boundary for the parameter
of mathematical model

The boundary function defined in this way gives the
opportunity of intuitive choice of parameter values while
working manually, which requires experience. In thisway
the values obtained in the final result can only by chance
be the optimal ones.

trn mathematical calculation model of gears, the most
convenient solution is obtained by appropriate methodo-
logl of choosing the pararneter out of specially prepared
data bases. Data bases are prepared according to q.uali-
tative experimentai data about parameters (curves of
parameter dependence) along with the certain mathe-
matical form of data choice. Boundary tunctions are
mostlv structured in the matrix form"

The third module " OUTPUT - within this module, the
output results are obtained in the forrn of a listing with
the data necessary to generate teehnical documentation
and detaiied gear rlrawings.

Software package development - since the beginning it
has be en re alize d by applying vario us pro gramming tech-
niques. This was put under limits of available computer
and software systems,

The first developecJ version was realized in DOS interfa-
ce with the fixed tlow of pragram exeeution, simple user
interface and possibility of the data base generation with
output results" This version used the operative data base
to allow the transmission rnoment calculation module to
acquire input data fuclm the module for geometry calcu-
tration"

Basecl upon the first version of software package, the
improvement has been made through:

. applyrng the new sottware tools for application deve-
lopment in Windows interface

n creating the data base with output calculation results
. creating the data base to allow the use of CAD system

for generation of detailed drawings would be enabled

" enabling the graphical output of calculation results

Some of the output resuXts trom this module are stored
in the data base for later use by the module for transmis-
sion moment carlculation"

Auxilia.ry tools such as the application for gear module
conversion in various unit systems, have been developed
within the system" Module outputs can be chosen sepa-
rately" The possibility clf examining the output results in
the appropriate data base is given in all calculation va-
riants.

tr-ogical organization of the softvvare package enables
independent usage of certain system modules"

4. SOFTWARE REALIZATION
OF THE ST^,\TED CONCEPT

Software package has been developed and tested a PC
compatible computer. The GEPROR module is develo-
ped forWindorvs interface, uniike the TRANSMISSION
module which uses the DOS operative system and is yet
to be ported to the Windows CS" Calculation output
results of the module OUTPUT' exist in the form of
listing and/or detailed gear drawings.

After the calculation mr:del has been selected (Fig 4.),
the data (F-ig 5.) which form the basis for calculation of
geornetdcal values of gears task are entered.

Dispiay of output results of the caiculation of geometri-
eal values of gears is given in Fig. 5 and exists in the form
of output results listing"

x1

F=xz

xn

fz ln
a tz  aLn

azz av,

!t
a n
azt

Qttl

/ 5 )

Qn2 Qnn

where: x;, !; rrre parameters
a;n 4t? parameter values i.e:

Fs@iJ - Fg6ly) (6)

3. ARCHITECTURE OF SOFTWARE
PACKAGE

Model of software package for gear calculation and ve-
rification is made so that the calculation model (Fig.3) is
chosen at the beginning of the work"

One of the caicr-rlation models is the model of sliding
speeds equalization, which is emphasized in the worko
and its output results can be cornpared to other calcula-
tion models.

Calculation is realized within three modules.

The first module-GEPRoR-performs the calcr-rlation of
geometrical gear values based upon the given values.

In the current version it was developed in Wndows
graphical interface and tested for spur and irelical gear
trains. It has been used and tested in practice over the
years"

The second mo dule-TRANSMISSION-checks th e trans-
mission moment of gears, based upon the valrres calcu-
lated within the first module, by using additional data for
calculation of transmission moment"
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Calculation results crf getrtriefrtcal values are stored in

the results data base for later use Lry the rrrodule for

transrnission moment calcul ation.

Fig 4. Option "selectiott oJ calaiutktn modef'

-Fig 5 L)aft u4tut Ci;-,!,tg box

TRANSMISSIOT{ module also r.quires the, data which

are necessary for the calculation r:f ' tr lnsnrission moment
(.P, tt, .).

The c'alculation prilcedure its'elf is carried crul autcmat-
ically or interactively. The data i:a:;e hais also been deve-
loped for th is module (Fig 3 ,1.

Deta i led  presenta t ion  o f  ou tpr r t  resu l ts  f rom the

TRANSMISSION module. together with the detailed
gear drawings rvhich are generateci according to the

output results, have be e n ornrtted fr:r l.rrevity and can be
found in [a]

big 6. Dkpla.y' aj the ou.tput rt,sulLr fiunt the getntetical
velues r:alculniirn

Tribologt iri irtriitstry" Volurrle ?{1, Nr;. 2,'1.998.

5. CONCLUSION

By summarizing the results presented in this paper it can

be concluded that the authors' efforts have, above all

been focused on two main directions:

> enhancement of quality of the procedure for automa-
ted design of gear trains by applyng rnathematical
nrodel wtrich will enable the optimization of parame-
ters that have significant influence on tribological char-
acteristics of gear trains

> enhancement of the software package quality with the
emphasis on the modern graphical interface which
should enable simplicity of user interface and comfort
during rvork. In this way, software package for calcula-
tion and check of spur and helical gear trains allows
fast and simple calculation as well as the creation of
engineering drawings.

Presented design model is based on the equalization of

the sliding speeds at tooth flanks. In this way, the enhan-

cernent of tribological characteristics of gears is achie-

ved.

Created models and algorithms of the developed softwa-

re package present the efficient base for the develop-

ment of calculation procedure for other types of gear

trains.
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Application of Emulsion Oits for
Cold Rolling of Steel Strips Having
Thickness of Up To 0.50 mm

One of the basic factors for cold rolling of steel stips, having thickness of up to 0.50 mm, is the emulsion oil
at the rolling plant " S-Stand Tandem Mill. within the Cold Rolling Mill. The emulsion oils must meet a number
of complex requirements in the modem cold rolling process viewed from technical, economical and environ-
mental aspect. Wewed from the technical aspect, the errutlsion oil used in the cold rolling process rnusl reduce

fiction, resistance to deformatiott, and it must be stable at high ternperatures anrl presslffes, must have a stable
thickness of lubicatingfilrn, sufficient concetilratiott of lubricathry EP additives, goocl ariliconosivc protectrort,
good emulsbn lubicating propertics in order to reduce rollers wear, reduces sheet damage and has a good
d*persion property, i.e. steel stip insability. From the ent,ironmental aspect, the rolling emulsiort oils murt be
bbdegradable. Wewedfrom the economical aspect, oils ntust be usable for a long time peiod and mwt have
an acceptable pice. The applicatiott of rollhry emulsion oils is underregular control. This control is performed
by usirtg modem methods over A rutmber of physical-chemical parameters directly affectitrg the Erality of cold
rolled steel stip.

Keywords: rolling emulsion oil, friction, wear, EP-additives, htbicating properties, dispersion properties, bio-
de grad abili ty, emulsion properti es, economic al and env i ro nmenta I a sp ect "

1. COLD ROLLING OF STEEL STRIPS

Metals roll ing without previous heating is meant by cold
roll ing of steel strips, whereby metal thickness reduction
takes place by passing the same through rotating rollers

system of "5-Stand Thndem Mill". Lubricating and coo-
Iing of rollers is of great importance for the qualityof cold
rolled steel strip external surface. Cold rolling of steel
strip is performed by using emulsion lubricant, resistance
to deformation is thereby reduced and strip elongation
increased. The friction ratio between work rollers and
rolled strip is reduced by means of emulsion lubricant.
The characteristic phenomena in the steel strip cold
rolling process are friction and wear - tribological ele-
ments being decisive for rolling effects in the final pro-
duct quality domain, direct enerry consumption and
indirect economic parameters. For that reason, besides
a number of influential factors in the cold rolling process,
the emulsion agent, the so-called technological roll ing
lubricant, i.e, quality thereof, has a predominant role.
Practically, the aim of this study is to show the overall
complexity of technological rolling lubricant quality, its
importance and influence, with a remark that other more
significant parameters cannot be ignored either.

Dipl. ing. Stojiirtovi( Rada
Dipl. ing. Pantii Milka
SARTID a.d. - Smederet,o
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The most influential cold rolling parermeters are as fol-

lows:

1. Emulsion lubricants for cold roll ing of steel strip.

2. Rolling plant type and characteristic.

3. Process parameters.

4. Rolled material quality and nature.

5. Work rollen surface microgeometry.

6. Pickling process technology,

7. l,vpe of system wherein roll ing meilns is placed.

8. System marintenance during exploitation.

In order to notice the effects conditioned by the applied

high-grade roll ing means in the most adequate way, it is
necessary to maintain the working conditions of the
above mentioned parameters at constant value to the
greatest possible extent.

2. INFLUENCE OF QUAKEROL N1905
EMULSION LUBRICANT ON STEEL
STRIP COLD ROLLING PROCESS

Quakerol N1905 is a lubricant from which a 2-37o emul-
sion solution is prepared intended for rolling, directly
affecting the steel strip reduction size, rollers resistance,
energyconsumption, rolled strip thickness and its surface
quality. The emulsion solution effect is reduced to exter-
nal friction diminution and rolled steelstrip surface layer
mechanical resistance reduction. By diminishing exter-
nal friction the emulsion lubricant reduces metal resi-

Tribologt itt irulustry, Volurne 20, No. 2, 1998.



stance to defonnation, thereby reducing pressure of met-
al on the rollers; the lower the pressure, the elastic
deformity of rollers being smaller, what causes an increa-
sed steel strip reduction. The dependence of metal pres-
sure on the rollers on external friction at cold roll ing of
steel strips is shown in Fig.1 (the numbers on curved lines
designate friction ratios).

f i910"':f 
?::;,?!;'fr::,x,i::,r::#":,f;;;t'le'lo,ers

The thickness of emulsion oil film affects the steei strip
cold rolling process, which oil exists on the strip surface
at the exit side of rollers. Wetting of steel strip depends
on the grentness of surface tension between the emulsion
oil and rolled strip. The emulsion oil having k:w surface
tension spreads over the steel strip, covering itwith a thin
fi lm. The emulsion oils with a large content of free fattv
acids have a small surface external tension. The optimal
emulsion oil f i lm thickness on a steel strip is about
0,185u. In the circulation qrstenrs of "S-Stand Thndem
Mill" the emulsion oil separates from the emulsion on
strip surface and on the rollers surface fonning films of
uniform thickness on them. The separation process is of
short duration and lasts a few seconds. The oil separa-
tion is also induced by emulgators affecting fast oil sepa-
ration from water, and in addition to that they increase
even the oil film thickness. In that way, lubrication and
reduction of external friction is considerably improvecl
by means of emulgators.2-3Va Emulsion is prepared with
process water.

Technological characteristics of process water are:

Conductibilitv uSlcm

7 .10
160

Chlorine concentration mgll 4

M-alkalin ity rnVal CaCOS ll 7 .(t

P-alkalinity rnVal CaCO3ll <0.1

Water hardness O(tI{ 4.2

'Iechnological 
characteristics of steel strip rolling emul-

sion for strips having thickness of up to 0,50 mm:

Working emulsion concentration o/o 2-3

pH value 5.5-8

Iron concentration rngll mn:c 500

Chloride concentration rngll tna.r 30

Ashes mgl/ . m{tx 2000

Active oil content 7o 70

Saponification number mg KOIIIg of oil 130

Acid number mg KOHIg of oil J.5

Applying of ercessive lubricant is not desirable when

roll ing. The excess of lubricant increases the elongation

degree. In order to ensure the peak lubrication effect
when rolling, as much lubricant as necessary is to be

applied for complete wetting of strip surface with thin

film. When applying a thicker lubricant film, the lubri-

cant excess is exiruded on strip edges. The collected

lubricant on strip edges also exists on strips wound in a
coil. When anneaiing of strips in coils complete combu-
stion of lubricant is difficult to perform, so the strip

surface becomes stained with solid residue (gas at the
edges).

The technological lubricant must not leave scabs on the

strips during annealing. Speciai attention should be paid

during rclling to the emulsion purity. The dirt remainder
frcrm ernulsion may be the reason for free carbon forma-
t ion dur ing thennal  t reatment.  The ernuls ion used must

be clean and without phase separation. It is not desirable

that the emulsion stays on the strip, because at annealing,
the emulsion rernainder ceruses the emergence of white

spots on the strip surface and aggravates the strip surface
qual i ty.

3. ryPE OF ROLLING PLANT

The plant is "S-Stand Tandem Mill" for rolling low-carb-
on steel strips as consumer goods. The reduction grade
ranges from 80 to 85% in view of a large number of
stands. Specific and total pressures are 9.81 10 Nlm,
therefore, the lubricating function is very irnportant. The
total pressure force or absolute is 2040 tons, namely
20.0124 10 N,, while those pressure forces between the
stands are considerably lower, and they range per stand
as follows:

in

=

o

PH
Stand 1-2

Stand 2-3

Stand 3-4

Stand 4-5

686.7 KN
588.6 KN
490.5 KN

.  .  . 4 2 1 . 8 K N

Drawing stress of stand 1 uncoiler is . 54.34 KN.

Drawing stress of stand 5 recoiler is 88.29 KN.

The annual plant capacity is really high, and is about
600.000 torts of cold rolled steel strip.

roi l ing,
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4. PROCESS PARAMETERS

At the plant "5-Stand Tandem Mill" the process parame-
ters affect significantly friction and wear effects. These
are mainly variables being chosen relative to the requi-
rements. The most significant are presented in Thble l.

Table L Process parameters at cold rolling of steel stip

Variable Value

Speed m/sec 1 8 . 3

Initial strip thickness, mm 6,0-2,5

Final strip thickness, mm 3,0-0,50

Total pressure force, N 20,0 '12410
Intermediate drawino stress
l-retween stan.lq N

546,9 10

5. WORK ROLLERS SURFACE
MICROGEOMETRY

The work rollen surface hardness and microgeometry
considerably influence friction and wear effects. On the
other hand, the requirements regarding ultimate geome-
try of f inal product depend on the same and they are
being chosen within the process. Relative roughness of
work rollers depends on the roughness of f inal product
surface,

6. CLEANLINESS OF STEEL STRIP
SURFACE

The friction and technological lubricant products remain
on steel strips surface after rcll ing. The quantity of vario-
us impuri t ies depends on a number of  factors.  A c lean
strip surface is obtained as follows: By pickling in hydro-
chloric acid, whereby a gray surface of steel strip is
obtained with minimum quantit ies of mud (deposit) on
it. The influence of pickling on the strip surface qualitv
should be observed together with the hot rolling influen-
ce and strip cooling conditions, whereby scale is formed.
Insufficient or excessive pickling causes the increase of
dirt iness, and thereby defects on the steel strip. Medium
dirtiness of strip surface is about 310 mglm2, and during
insufficient pickling, the dirt iness increases at 350 to 4N
mglm2. Excessive strip pickling causes surface destruc-
tion, giving rise to greater spreading of lubricant, easier
wear, and dirtiness increases at 400 to 450 mglm2.

7, ROLLING SPEED

The effect of rolling speed on the composition of remai-
ning lubricant f i lm and wear products on thin strip sur-
face is presented in Fig,2.

The roll ing speed in maintaining thermal control has
litt le effect on wear products quantity. The remaining
lubricant f i lm is an insoluble phase. By increasing the

54

Fig.2. Effect of rolling speed on the cotttposition of
rennining oil fibn and wear products ott a steel stip

speed at elevated temperature, the lubricant decompo'
ses at contact temperature of approximately 200 oC. Nl
the aforesaid about the effect of rolling speed on preci-
pitate quantity on the strip pertains to excessive oil quan-
tity in front of deformation zone. Generally, the excess
oil in front of the rollers is 5 to 20 times greater than
behind the rollers.

8. LUBRICANT FILM THICKNESS

The thickness of lubricant film is defined by hydrodyna-
mic conditions of lubricant placement on the strip and
rollers, by the speed and specific pressure, temperature
conditions and limited friction conditions. The higher
specific pressure, the lubricant film is thinner. The strips
rolled with lubricant deficiency have rolled-in particles
across the surface which cannot be eliminated during
special cleaning operations. If the ernulsion is insuffi-
c ient ly c lean, then the impuri t ies are evenly disposed on
the strip in the form of tiny dispersed particles collected
Iocally in the shape of stripes and spots. Insufficient
cooling of roller necks may also cause scattered strip
overheating, and at some points the quantity of mecha-
nical impurities can be 2 to 5 times bigger than on the
remaining strip surface.

9. EMULSION CONCENTRATION

The emulsion conc,entration has a very important role in
roll ing. The data presented in the table indicate that the
impoverished mixture up to 1;8 increases the strip dirti-
ness for 25Vo. The influence of oil - water ratio on strip
dirt iness at cold roll ing is presented in the Thble 2.

Consequently, as it results from the table, by reducing
enrulsion concentration when rolling of thin strips, the
quantify of wear products augments. The quantity of
remaining oil on the strip ert the beginning of emulsion
util ization and at the end does not practically change. At
the same time, the quantity of precipitate when roll ing
with clean emulsion is 70 rngll, the iron content in this
being 7 rngll, while in roll ing with dirry emulsion there is
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130 mgll of precipitate, the iron content in this being
18 mgll. Collecting mechanical admixtures in the emul-
sion during utilization depends on rolling conditions.
According to experimental data, about 400 glt of wear
products (precipitate) is formed when rolling a strip
having thickness of up to 0.50 mm.

Table 2. The influence of oil - water ratio ort dirtiness of
steel stip havhry thickness of up to 0.50 mm

10. RESIDUE DISPOSITION

The residue disposition on strip surface is uneven, even
at uniform emulsion action. There is a larger quantity of
impurities at strip edges as shown on Fig.3. The compa-
rative data on ratios of residue quantity on the strip after
rolling and annealing are presented in the picture. It can
be seen clearly that insoluble residue in ether on the strip
corresponds by quantity to residues after annealing.

800

-b

E 600
i-

E 4oo

C)

€ zao
a

2 .0  1 .5
Strip thickness, ffiffi

1.  Total  mud quant i ry in oi l
2. Quantrry of insoiuble reside (mud)
3. Residue quant i ty af ter"  anneal ing

Fig.3. Oil quantity and wear products ratio afi.er rolling
and ratio of residues afier annealing on steel strips

reduce.d to the tlickness of up to 0.50 mnt

In the experiments performed when rolling of strips
having thickness of up tct 0.50 rnm with sand-blasted
rollers, a /5 to 20o/o larger quantity of insoluble residue
portion in ether is obtained than on ground rollers. These
residues practically remain on steel strips even after
annealing. The oil residue disposition (full l ines) and

J

wear products disposition (broken lines) at cold rolling
with ground and sand-blasted rollers ar€ presented in

Iiig.4.

Fig.4 Disclosed luyout of oil and wear products residues
after rolling with ground and sand-blasted rollen

11. COI{CLUSION

The following is required from technological lubricants
for cold roll ing of steel strips:

> Excellent lubricating properties, long exploitation l ife,
good emulsion behavior, production of extremely cle-
an steel strips and low roller consumption;

> good dispersion and possibility that the emulsion is
free from external oils and existing mechanical impu-
rities;

> outstanding stability at high pressures and temperatu-
res;

> formation of uniform oil film which enables good coo-
ling, lubricating and efficient rinsability;

t good anticorrosive protection at least four weeks in
plant conditions; and

> acceptable product price.
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V. MILTENOWC, S. KUZMANOWC, D. MILErc

Computer Aided Design of
Hydrodynamic Sliding Bearings

Calculation of radial slicling beaings is fair complu, and demands large nurnber of iterative steps to accomplish
adequate solutiort. Therefore a software for evaluation of radial hydrodynamic slicling bearbrys is being
d.eveloped, for natural and compulsory cooling, and it has been presentecl in this paper. Modeling of single-piece
radial slidhry beaings and thick and thin walled beaing shells in, Auto CAD and ADS surrounding, for
autornatisatiort of the design process is also presented in this paper.

Kqtwords: sliding beaing CAD, modeling

1. INTRODUCTION

Modern achievement of the design science still do not
include enough tribological demands in the design pro-
cess. Tribological point of view and tribology in the de-
sign process are necessary for correct design. Primary
step in design process, regarding the tribologicalpoint of
view, is adequate choice of elements of machine system,
which is to be designed (such as a choice of  mater ia l ,
lubricant and lubrication engineering), and then estab-
lishing its working and tribological characteristics (servi-
ce life considering wear process, calculation of oil film
thickness, temperature, flow of lubricant, frictional loss
etc.). Sliding bearing is by all means, the most interesting
machine part in tribological point of view. Sliding bea-
rings have great use in heavy machinery, turbines, mills,
crushers, rolling mill and forging machinery, pr€SS', gears
etc. Relative motion of sliding bearing parts with simul-
taneous load transmission is realized by friction. Re-
searches that has been made in last few years, enabled
significant improvement of sliding bearings. Basic advan-
tage of sliding bearings is their carrying capacity, that is
their service l ife. if hydrodynamic floating conditions of
sliding bearings have been established, then its service
Iife is almost infinite.

This is especially important with high speed of rotation,
where rolling bearings, because of their limited carrying
capacity and limited service l ife, cannot be used. Besides,
tendency of modern machines development is perrna-
nent improvement of their performances. It is mostly
related to load, speed and rotation increase simultane-
ously with decrease of dimensions and weight. This trend
of development indicates that greater use of sliding bea-
rings is to be expected in future. Research in this field
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indicate the same thing. Due to large sliding area where

beanng pin and brass are in contact and separated with

oil film, sliding bearings have the ability to smother noise
and vibrations, that is to accept great impact load in their
work.

Sliding bearings can be single and double pieced, while

roll ing bearing can only be single pieced. This advantage
enables that s l id ing bear ings celn be used in cases where

arranging demands two pieces, such as at crank shaft.

Difference in price between serial and individualproduc-

tion of sliding bearings is lower than with roll ing bearings.
Rolling bearings are competitive in price with sliding
bearings only in cases of serial and mass production. For
diameters of bearing pin under l0 mm and over 300 mm
usage of sliding bearings is far more rational.

Advantage of sliding bearings is obvious because of their
compact construction. For same bearing carrying capa-
city, dimensions of sliding bearings are far less than
roll ing bearings, especially in radial direction. This is
important for bearings of two shafts, placed irnmediately
side by s ide.

2. CALCULATION OF RADIAL
TITTDRODYNAMI C B EARING S

Calculation of bearings with hydrodynamic lubrication is
checking whether designed bearing can ensure hydrody-
namic t)oating of shaft, for given conditions and lubri-
cant. Calculation is based on Reynolds differential equa-
tion, that is determining pressure distribution through
lubricant coat and bearing carrying capacity. This equa-
tion is very difficult to solve because it describes bearing
state only if effective values of lubricant temperature and
viscosity are given. These values are obtained from ba-
lance of temperature, where friction conditions must be
known, exact solution can be obtained only with great
simplif ications.

Tibologt itt ittdtstry, Volume 20, No. 2,1998.



Therefore the most optimal is iterative procedure, so
software for calculation of radial hydrodynamic sliding
bearings is being developed.

Bearing carrying capacity is the extreme force that bea-
ring can carry, during anticipated service life, by not
exceeding working temperature in bearing, inadmissible
wearing and volumetric destruction of sliding pair mate-
rial. In hydrodynamic lubrication, thickness of lubrica-
ting coat must not be thinner than it is allowed. In fig. 1
algorithm for calculation of radial hydrodynamic bearing
is presented.

Basic dimensions of sliding bearing are bearing pin dia-
meter d, bearing brass diameter D and bearing length B.

Minimal bearing pin diameter d is determined by calcu-
lation of shaft and axle by strength criteria. Diameter of
bearing brass I) is equal to diameter of bearing pin d, and
bearing clearance ensured by joints choice. Bearing
length is determined by bearing design characteristics
g:BlD = 0,2...1. After determining of basic dimensions,
bearing brass material is being appropriated and specific
bearing load is checked. Then, coefficient of linear ex-
pansion of bearing brass and pin (an an), environment
temperature tlp, bearing pin and brass roughness (R"n,
R i"), competent surface for cooling,4 (based on bearing
design), lubrication system, etc. are determined.

Bearin dirnensions
d a t a :  A , 8 . C , D , V ,

F, k,.  R,.f .9o, 9.,  o,.  dr, 0, r l

Re<41 .38

Determining values of:
9, r'1., ,4r, ltu, p, P", Qu, F

9o= (9 -+$ . , . ; / 9.r= ('9" + 9,n)12

9 r . , - g . r l  < i 9,r' 9,.,1 < i

9r,, )_ 9- (9,, P o < Q u + Q

Is cont-
pulsory
cooling
possible

Redimcnsioning

Calc'ulation

Calculotion method
is incorrect

Fig. I Algoithm for radial lrydrodynatnic slidittg bearings calculation
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In next step kinematic and geometric values are. deter-
mined: sliding velocity v, angular velocity ar, average
relative clearance t!,rr, thermal changes of relative clea-
rance Lt1t, effective relative clearance tp and absolute
clearance /. After Reynolds number determining, flow
lamination is checked and heat calculation is executed.
Possibility of natural cooling is also checked (condition
Pc<Qd or effective oil film thickness is being determin-
ed and is being compared with allowed. In cases of.try>
tttr* natural cooling is not enough, so compulsory coo-
ling is applied. Determining of effective working tempe-
rature of oil film f"y is presented on algorithm in fig. 1.

In next step condition of hydrodynamic floating is chek-
ked. which means calculation of minimal oil film thick-
ness hg and condition ho - hnu,, is checked. In case that
condition is not fulf i l led, redimensioning is necessary.

Example of results of developed software based on given
algorithm is presented in table 1.

Table I Results of sliding beaings calculation

3. MODELING OF RADIAL
ITYD RO DYI{AMI C B EARI NG S

Sliding bearing can be designed as single and double
pieced. Intensity and character of bearing load, rotation
speed (that is sliding speed), exploitation and mainren-
ance conditions are significant for the design of sliding
bearings. Forms of bearing brass' and bearing itself are
defined in standards, so designer should only calculate
carrying capacity and choose existing bearing.

Bearing shell (brass) is formed as a thin cylinder. It can
be thick and thin walled. Thick walled single-pieced

58

bearing shells are being standardized erccording to DIN

1850 (form G without support and form U with edged

support). Thin walled shells are also standardized accor-

ding to DIN 8221. They are being used for bearings
defined in DIN 502, DIN 503 and DIN 504. Former shells
and single-pieced radial hydrodynamic sliding bearing

are modeled in AutoCAD and ADS surrounding.

Considering that bearing shells and their corresponding
bearing are standardued, on basis of obtained diameter d
and length B all other dimensions are defined in standards.

Therefore modeling procedure is simplified. Dimensions

of modeled sliding bearing are defined over correspon-
ding parameters. All parameters, depending on diame-
te.r, are defined in standards and put in a data base for
given form of bearing. Therefore, choice of shelland type
of bearing enables automatic drawing of bearing shell,
that is bearing itself. Basic modeling problem is choice of
correct modeling tool. AutoCAD offers two solutions:

AUIoLISP and ADS (AutoCAD Development System).
AutoLISP, although very powerful, has some serious
imperfections. The greatest is, by all means, fact that
AUtoLISP is interpreter (not a compiler), which can

seriously influence the execution speed of some program
parts. On the other side, ADS is only an environment
with group of functions for relation with AutoLISP
functions, and all other operations are executed in pure

execute C and C++ code. The next AutoLISP's imper-
fection is it's code which is, with big program modules
unreadable and incouvenient for error detection.

Programming in ADS environment is similar to classical
C programming. Great number of functions has same
names with prefix ads_.

For easier modeling group of functions in C Ianguage are
developed. Those functions enable drarving of l ine, poli-
l ine, arc, circle, dimensioning, ratio determining based
on chosen format, etc. Fig. 2 shows single-pieced radial
sliding bearing according to DIN 504 modeled in Auto-
CAD in ADS environment.

4. CONCLUSION

Based on former the following can be concluded:

> Development tendency and performances of modern
machines together with modern technology impose
need for priority development and usage of sliding
bearings.

> Because of great number of influencing parameters for
calculation, just as importance and significance of me-
chanical system's bearings, computers should be used
for sliding bearing design.

> Developed program package for hydrodynamic sliding
bearing calculation and modeling enables automat-
ization of the design process and obtaining of optimal
desicn solutions.

Bearing rotation number n min-1 i 620.000

Radial load

Bearing diameter D mm

Bearing length B mm

Lubricant according to ISO

Coeff, of l inear expansion of pin oo K-r I t t .010-6

Brass material i t.SngO

Coeff, of linear expansion of brass oo K-l

Allowed specific load pao. N/mm2

Speci f ic load pN/mm2 I  aoo

ISO VG 46

22.010-6

Minimal oil f i lm thickness ho Fm

Allowed oil f i lm thickness hn,,- l.rrn

Effective oil temperature 9-, oC

Working temperature l imit 9,,_ oC | 90

Environment temperature 9o oC
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Fig. 2 Single-pieced radial sliding bearing according to DIN 504
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The Effect of Surface Nitriding
Using Tungsten Metal Arc Heat
Source on Wear Resistant
Properties of Ti-6Al-4V Alloy

Surface nitiding using a tungsten metal arc heat source in a shielding atmosphere of pure nitrogen or in a
mixture of nitrogen and atgon were performed with the objective of improving the tibological behaviour of
T|-6AI-4V alloy. The we of standard micro-hardness techniques and wear assessment methods show superior
wear behaviour of the surfaces treated either under a nitrogenlargon or a nitrogen gas shield. A unifurm surface
micro-hardrrcss value of 1070 I{V0.5 to a depth of 0.9 twn wes achieved when wing a pure nitrogett shielding
atmosphere, compered to 893 I{V1.5 forlaser nitrided utrfaces. The micro-hardness measurements were found
to conelate with welr data showing that changes in wear volurne, frictional force, wear rate, and cofficient
of frictiott were lower for surfaces treated by the we of a ttutgsten metal arc heat source in a shielding a trnosphere
of pure nitrogen thnn those for laser nitided surfaces. Metallographic and X-ray dffiaction analysis together
with ageing treatments attibute this to the formation of titanium nitrides in the resolidified regiort. Scaruing
electron microscopy showed that the presence of titanium nitides at the modified surface alters the rnechanism
of wear from abrasion to adhesion.

1. INTRODUCTION

Titanium alloys are widely used in the aerospace industry
because of their high specific strength and excellent
corrosion resistant properties. However, their poor tri-
bological characteristics, mainly due to u high coefficient
of friction and low surface hardnessgive these alloyspoor
wear resistance and prevent use for instance in the ma-
nufacture of titanium bearings or gears. Techniques
which have been developed to alter the plastic deforma-
tion behaviour of these alloys relyon solid-state diffusion
of solute elements such as carbon and nitrogen which
have the effect of reducing both the coefficient of friction
and surface wear. The disadvantage of these techniques
are the long processing times involved and the treated
region is usually no more than 60 mm thick. Other me-
thods which involve the deposition of hard coatings (e.g,

CrN, TiN) by physical and chemical vapor phase proces-
ses have inherent deficiencies such as the failure at the
interface between the coating and the substrate which

Mr. Marko Labudovii,
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leads to eventual  Ioss of  the coat ing on repeated appl ied

contact stresses.

Recently, surface melting techniques have been develo-

ped utilizing lasers and surface alloying performed under

a nitrogen gas shield [1-5]. Although an expensive alter-

native, an improvement in the wear resistance of titani-

um surfaces has been observed, but with some cracking

in the laser nitrided layers being reported [6]. However,
work by Morten et al. [7] showed that this surface crak-

king could be eliminated by pre-heating the substrate

before laser melting. This has the effect of reducing the

steep temperature gradients generated during laser pro-

cessing and therefore removing thermal stresses.

This paper investigates a versatile process of surface

modification of t itanium alloys and is an extension of
previous work [8], which would significantly improve

their wear resistant properties and that would contribute
to expansion of their use in tribological systems. A non-

consumable tungsten electrode was used to provide sur-

face melting in a shielding atmosphere of pure nitrogen

or argon and nitrogen mixture. The changes in the sur-

face wear characteristics were assessed using metallogra-

fic, rnicro-hardness and dry sliding wear techniques.

Tibologt in indwtry, Volume 20, No. 2,1998.



2. EXPERIMENTAL PT{OCEDU RF]

The commercial alloyTi-6Ai-4Vwas cut intrt rectangular

plates (50x20x10 mm), ancl the surface prepared to give

a flat, polished finish followed by a degre.asing treatment

in acetone befcrre surfatce rnelting. A -l mm diameter

tungsten electrode wars used to create a ntetal arc be-

tween the tip of ttre electrocle and the titanium alioy
surface. 

-fhis 
was achie.ved by holding the electrode sta-

tionary, and at an angle of about 45" to the f.itanium allcy

surface. A metal arc was produced by adjusting the di-

stance betwe en the tip of the electrode and alloy surface,

and by careful control of parameters such as current and
voltage supply to the electrode. Shielding gases were

channe.led through the. electrode gun, and t ' lorv regula-
tors used to control the tlow rate to give either a mixture
of argon (607o byvolume) and nitrogen \20Vo byvolume)

or a pure nitrogen gas shield.

In order to detennine the effect of ageing heat treatment

on the surface hardness, specimens treate.d by melting in
pure nitrogen and in nitrclgen/argon mixture were agecl
at 450 "C using different ageing times from 1-20 hours.

Microstructure was undertaken using buth l ight micros-
copy and X-ray diffraction. Micro-hardness depth profi le

measurements were performed using a Leitz micro-
hardness tester rvith an indentation load of 0.5 N. Chrirr-
ges in the wear behaviour of the modified surfaces were

assessed using a block r-rn ring test which was carried out
in air under dry sliding conditions. The test block was
loaded with 9.81 ,A/ against a hardened tool steel ring
which rotated at a surface speed of 4 mls. Sliding was

interrupted at suitable intervals and the scar size was
measured. The wear volume, and hence wear rate, was

calculated from the scar size and the ring dinrensions
(106 mm in diameter and 7.62 thick), as descr iberi in the

ASTM standard G77 -83 [3]. The friction force, and hen-

ce coefficient of friction, was also measured in the test.
Scanning electron microsc<lpy was used to examine the
wear groove and identifo any changes in wear mecha-
nisms.

3. RESULTS A}{D DISCUSSION

3. l. N{etal lographic exarri ination

Surfaces treated either under an argon/nitrogen nu,rture
or in a pure nitrogen gas shield slioweC three clistinct
regions: the resolidit ied region, the heat affected zone
and the unaffecte.d base alloy (Fig.1.).

fhe resolrdif ied region, consistecl of a well developed
dendrit ic structurer (Fig.2"1 which was shown by X-ray
diffraction analysis to be rich in titanium nitride (TiN),
see spectrurn in Fig.3a.

Titirn i rri ir has u,rl ronLl i i ff i  ;"ri t1' l l ' i '  i , i  trrtt err, ;tncl th e f or-

tt]atron ct rrtaliurn nitrrde:i ir; . lue 1o tl irecn chemical

rc;ictic;;rs trelrrueen tita.nlurn in the nir.rlten state and the

nrtroq*i i  f rn i r t  t i tE ga: i  shiel 'J ." fhe ) i - iav t j i f f ract iCIn ana-

iysiri t:rkcn froni surfac*s 1r':;rtciJ trv tt:c argon/nitrogen

mi.rture s;h,.lw:, u,*:rktr peii i l . irttcrrsrl ir:st for TiN (Fig.3b)

anC thl ;  ccujr l  be : r i t r ibuted to t ] re lorver cr lnr- 'entrat ion

of ir itr<.lgr:n (oniy )i--) .r111;y..r;: lumt:) ir i t lrc :. lrgon/nitrogen

mixture corr$sponding tc a lo'; 'rer ic"'t: l  of nitndes forma-

tion in tire rssolidif ie,J re.girn.

F t gu, z 1 .,\'t i :ro,gt't;i: hs si't, t n' r r y' ['i' (\'1!''i I/ al l oy s urface
Ir € o ! t: (! u rLil #. 0.,1 | il r L4o I t,! | t i t r u 7qr n t t irl u t. e

The lreat ; i t^fecterl  zone ";t t t t : l ists *r in- lr tr i i ' "  r : t  a'martensite

(Fig.:1.;" r 'vhicir r  eseirtbles cT' r 'nax'tensitr J. ' roduced by con-

ventioriai cl i i i :ni : i r ing. 
'The 

o.+iJ tuici ' t istructure of the

un:rffc:tei i  bi ts^ al lr i l  is : ihor.vn in I ; ic.5.

The shieldinc;ra. ics were i i lso succr- 'ssfui in preventing the

forrni i t tnr: oi cxides in t lr :  surf;rce nrelted zone, the

prr:scrlcir uf which l t- '*1t i  l :?' , , t :  beclt  t je tr i ;rrental to surfa-

ce vi u.: tr  grrtrp*i ' t l r ,s. ln ; l r i i l : r iol t ,  ihe tt  cl t iscl surfaces wete

free froin cracks anr-i  pr)res ; issoci i i i , : 'c l  rvi th gaseous en-

t rapment

Fi;41" re 2. 3 urJ at:e rt itt rS ; I to li tg;' of resu I id i.{ie.d region.

ist':;r!tti:t:ii untlcr d !)Lu'( ;tilrt-Ncn ,4tts ,sitield
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Figure 4. Microstructure of heat affected zone of tlrc surface
treated undcr a pure nitrogen gas shield

3.2. Micro-hardness measurements
The surface micro-hardness of the titanium alloy was
found to increase when pure nitrogen or argon/nitrogen
mixture of gases was used, see profiles in Fig.6. An
increase in hardness from 360 HVs.5 for the untreated
alloy, to a value of. 1070 HVs.5 was possible when using
pure nitrogen as the shielding gas. A uniform hardness
was achieved to a depth of 0.9 mm after which a gradual
drop in hardness was recorded for the heat affected zone.
In general, the hardness values were lower for surfaces
treated using the argorVnirrogen mixture (typically 610
IMo.),which can be associated to a lowerconcentration
of nitride phases produced at the surface, The interstitiar
solid-solution strengthening of the a-phase of t itanium
alloy will also be expected to contribute to any increase
in hardness in the heat affected zone of the treated
surfaces [4]. When these results are compared with laser
treated titanium surfaces as shown by the superimposed
hardness profi le in Fig.6, it is clear that the hardness
values for the laser melted surface decrease rapidly with

62

Figure 5. Miuostructure of Ti-Ml-4V alloy unaffected
by surface treatment

increasing distance from the surface. In comparison, the
tungsten arc produces not only a much wider melted
zone (which is determined by the diameter of the elec-
trode used), but a more uniform surface hardness is
maintained to a greater depth.

Figure 6. A comparbon of nticro-hardttess depth profles
for surfaces treated Ti-6Al-4V alloy
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3.3. Ageing treatments

Micro-hardness depth profi les of a titaniurn alloy which

is treated under an argoninitrogen mixture, aged at
450 oC, and for different ageing times is shown in F'ig.7.
Ageing afterS/r increased surface hardness by 207o. This
*ight be due to the precipitation of Ti2N, irecause excess
nitrogen is present. However, with increasing distance
from the surface, hardness begins to drop rapidly, which
is attributed to the increasecl diffusivityof nitroqen, from
the surface to the interior, that leads tc a reduction of the
solid-solution hardening cffect of nitrogen (interstitial
solid-solution -strengthening of the a phase of t itanium
alloy) [31.

370 t{V05. 1}ris is consistent with the fact that upon
decomposition of a' martensite, a stable a+B micro-
structure is produced.

The lowering of hardness due to the reduction of solid-

solution hardening effect of nitrogen becomes much

nlore effective after 7h ageing. This is unlikely, since the
diffusivity of nitrogen, in the a-phase of titanium allcy at
450 "C is calculated to be very low (3'l0-ts cm2s'1) [3).
Tlrerefore, the decrease of hardness after 7h ageingby

10Va, in comparison with the as-treated surface, must be

attributed to changes in both precipitation and solid

solu tion strengthening.

AJter 20h ageing, the surface hardness decreasedby 157o

in comparison with the as-treated surface. However, the

hardness distribution in the resolidified region became

almost uniform. The observation of uniform hardness
distribution can be attributed to the leveling out of nitro-
gen concentration by diffusion, and to the precipitation

of Ti-N (TiN, T'i2N) compounds in the previously low
hardness region. A Ti-N conrpounds precipitation is seen
to start at the surface in relatively short ageing times
(i.e"l-3h) because of the high nitrogen cclncentration
there. However, this precipitation in the rest of the mel-
tr:d zone starts after t.he 20h ageing treatment, as indica-

ted by the increased hardness in these areas.

The effect of ageing treatments on the hardness of the

surfaces treated with pure nitrogen is shown in Fig.9. As
the ageing time at 450 oC is increased the change in
hardness becomes noticeaLrle after ageing for more than
7 hours. Although a gradual decrease in hardness is

observed at the surfac:e, the depth of hardness also in'
creases, 

'[he 
ageing treatment appears to not only reduce

the number of dendrites at the surface, see Fig.10, but
rvould be expected tc reduce the solid."solution harde-
ning effect of nitrogen due to the increase in diffusion
kinetics of nitrogen (in the sclid-state) away from the
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Hardness rn the heat atfected zune decreased by 15Vo,
reaching a constant value of about 42A IlVo.s. The de-
crease in hardness in the heat trffected zone is an indica-
tion of hard a' martensite dec<-rrnposition to relatively
soft a+B mixture, as shorvn in Fig.S. Further ageing
decreased the hardness slorvly, and at the end of 20lt
ageing, the hardness in the heiit affectcrd zone was about

Figure 8. Micrcstructure of lrcat affectetl zone of tlrc surface
treated under an argonlnitrogr:n mirture, and aged Jbr 3lt
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in Fig.1tb.[3]. It can be seen that the changes in wear

volume of surfaces which are treated by the use of a

tungsten arc under a pure nitrogen or argon/nitrogen gas

shield are lower than those for laser nitrided surfaces.

Furthermore, these re,sults are consistent with the micro-

hardness values, showing that the greater concentration

of nitrides formed in the surface improves the surface

wear properties of the titanium alloy.

Fig.I2. shows a reduction in the frictional force for the

treated surfaces, which correlates with micro-hardness

changes mentioned above. In comparison with coeffi-

cient of friction of laser nitrided surfaces of 0.43 [3], the

use of a tungsten metal arc under the pure nitrogen gas

shield resulted in lower coefficient of friction of 0.37. The

coefficient of friction of surfaces treated using a nitro-
gen/argon mixture is 0.51, and the coefficient of friction

of the untreated titanium alloy surface is 0.62.

The scanning ele.ctron micrograph of dry sliding wear

surfaces of the untreated titanium alloy (F'ig.13.), shows
adhesive wear dominated by plastic deformation invol-
ving the ploughing of material and surface delamination.
The removal of material by ploughing occurred because
the hardness of the tool steel ring of 547 HV0.5 is ade-
quate to abrade the softer titanium alloy surface (360
HV0.5). However, when the titanium alloy surfaces were

treated by the use of a tungsten metal arc, their hardness
value increased to 610-1070 HVs.5. As a result, the ring

surface was no longer able to abrade the treated surfaces
so that the mechanism of wear changes from abrasion to
adhesion. This may be clearly seen on micrograph in
Fig.14., showing a distinct change in surface wear mecha-
nisms. In both cases, in which the surface wers shielded by
pure nitrogen or argon/nitrogen mixture, severe adhesive
wear was absent, and smooth regions were visible within

the wear scar. These regions appear to have worn far less
than other surface areas. The dry sliding wear tests were

carried out in air, and the formation of surface oxideswas

2 3 4 5

SLIDING DISTANCE, mx 10'

Figure 10. Miuostructure of Ti-Ml-4V alloy su(ace treated
under a pure nitrogen ga:s shield, and aged for 20lt

surface. The decrease in hardness in the heat affected
zone to a value of 370 I{Vs.5 can be associated with the
decomposition of the a'martensite to form the softer but
stable a+p phases.

3.3. Wear measurements

The resistance to surfac.e wear was assessed by monito-
ring variations in the wear volume and frictional force,
with increasing sliding distance, and making a direct
comparison with the untreated (reference) titanium al-
loy. Early work by Lebedeva and Presnyakova showed
that the wear behaviour of t itanium alloys in air could be
classified as severe over a wide range of sliding speeds

[9]. The results in this study also confirm that the untrea-
ted surface suffers high wear, which increases in severity
with increasing sliding distance (Fig.11a.). However, sur-
faces treated by melting in pure nitrogen or argon/nitro-
gen mixture show betterwear resistance than the untrea-
ted titanium alloy surface (Fig.11b.). For comparison the
variation in the wear volume with increasing sliding di-
stance for a laser nitrided surface has been superimposed
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4" CONCLUSIC}N

In this stutly, it is showr tilat hy using e tllllgsten metal

arc he;rt sL')urce, silrface nitnding {rf i ' j-t;Al-4V allt ly can

be perforrned in a coil ir{.)i led atl l l l t)spil i .:rc of Pur:e nitro-

gen or in a mixture {if ar{(}I l anri nitru{itt f.o produce a

wear rcsiri lant sui"iaces. 
'I 'hc 

irret;ri lr)i l i i ipti ic and X-ray

analysis togetherwith ageir lg i r3atntcnt ; ;  at t r i l 'u te th is to

the resolidif ied surf'ace cLril: i isti i lq ,.rf n i lenrJi: it ic micro-

structura rich in titaniuru nil,r i i lr i !. As :t rr:sult, the surface

hardness increases trr rralues grcater tharr l,ii00 l-{V6.5 f.or

surfaces treatecl ir i a pure nitrcttleii gas shield, compared

ta 360IIVy.5 fcr the unireatnii t i taniunt aliov. The micro-

hardness measurenlfi l l ts were ft;und 1o con'elate well

with the \vear clzrta, arid sc,allninS, eict:!ron inicroscopy

showed that cliang*; in the 1'ricttt l; ial [t::rr":*, \t 'sa.r rate,

alcl c6efficient of fricti,;n I 've[r ]rl 'vr," ' l l- i<lr sttri i tc:cs treated

bv the use of  a tu l )gstei l  : ] tct ; i i  aIc i l i  a : ;h i r : l t i ing atmos-

I  i , N

(r5



phere of pure nitrogen when compared with laser nitri-
ded surfaces. It was found that the presence of titanium
nitrides altered the mechanism of surface wear from
abrasion to adhesion.
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